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Vice President Joe Biden, left, invites Black Press Association of Florida, Inc.
to have a seat at the table. Pictured on right clockwise, Lyn Johnson, Gayle Andrews,
Rich Black and Peter A. Webley.

Black influencers
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BY GAYLE ANDREWS
Black Press Association of Florida
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When Vice President Joe
Biden launched his campaign
for president, he made it clear
that African Americans would
play prominently in his appeal
for support of his candidacy.
That may not seem like a revelation now that everyone
talks about the “pragmatism,”
the “conservative perspective”
and the loyalty of black voters
to the Democratic Party. But
last spring, Biden lead the way
by acknowledging the relevancy of African Americans in
the greatest nation in the
world.

The appeals to black voters
have traditionally gone under
the radar, so it is rare indeed
to see that public embrace in
statewide or national campaign politics. Many pundits
chalk it up to Biden’s partnership with President Barack
Obama, and that is a tremendous asset.
However, you can discern
Biden’s commitment by looking at his 40 plus year record
of advocacy on issues that
have impacted us exclusively.
Members of the Black
Press Association of Florida
were also able to talk with the
vice president about restoring

and strengthening the many
safeguards protecting health,
voting rights, HBCU’s, immigration and economic equity
for African Americans.
Here are the excerpts of
our conversation.
Lyn Johnson
Publisher, The Weekly
Challenger
BPAOF Secretary
The Coronavirus has the potential to pose significant problems to underinsured and those
with no insurance coverage.
How would you address this
particular problem and improve upon Obamacare?
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Staff Writer

L to R, Terri Lipsey Scott, Rene Flowers,
Deborah Figgs-Sanders and Arthurene Williams
joined the local Alpha Kappa
Alpha elected officials club
with such members as School
Board member Rene Flowers
and the Honorable Circuit
Court Judge Patrice Moore.
“What better day and occasion to celebrate you other
than on this special day of
women’s history,” said Terri
Lipsey Scott, executive director of the Woodson Museum.
“Your history as an African-

Staff Writer

American female in our community will resonate beyond
time.”
Figgs-Sanders thanked her
family and everyone who
stood behind through the
years.
“Please know that I did not
know that I would be making
history. All I knew is that I
wanted to serve. I did not realize I was going to be the first

See BIDEN, page 3

BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL

ST. PETERSBURG – Sunday, March 8, was International Women’s Day, and it
only seemed fitting for Zeta
Upsilon Omega Chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Incorporated would honor one
of their own, whose recent
election to City Council District 5 makes her a trailblazer.
“Both nationally and locally, Alpha Kappa Alpha
women have made significant
strides towards uplifting our
communities and advocating
for the rights of those most in
need,” said chapter President
Lisa Brody, Esq. “Today, we
are extremely honored that
our member, Councilwoman
Deborah Figgs-Sanders, will
continue to carry that torch locally.”
The Carter G. Woodson
African American Museum
was pack with sorority members, family, and friends of the
first African-American female
to be elected to District 5 of
the St. Petersburg City Council. Figgs-Sanders has now

BY KARIN DAVIS-THOMPSON

TAMPA BAY – Anthony Dunlap said the idea to become a chef
was not his first choice in life.
Hoping to become a professional
athlete, Dunlap said going to culinary school was just his backup
plan.
“I wanted to run track,” he
said.
But now, nearly eight years
after completing a stint in the military and attending culinary
school, he has his own business
and teaches cooking classes all
over the Tampa Bay area. Dunlap,
owner of Roving Chef Logistics,
said he’s loved cooking since the
eighth grade. Although it was not
his first choice for a career, he
knew that it was something he
could be good at.
His company not only caters
events but also provides personal
and group cooking classes. Teaching is something he said he fell in
love with during his time in culinary school.
After graduating from high
school in Alabama, Dunlap joined
the United States Army as a food
service specialist. In 2006, he was
honorably discharged from the
Army and moved to Tampa to attend the International Culinary
School at the Art Institute of
Tampa. It was there that his passion for teaching students how to
cook began to grow.
“I’ve always helped friends and
family with navigating recipes,”
said the 35-year-old. “So when it
came time to get my externship
hours for my BA, I taught culinary
arts for a semester and got the
teaching bug!”
His company offers one group
class each month at a commercial
kitchen where attendees will learn
how to make a dish along with various cooking techniques. The
price for classes and cooking
demonstrations vary, but generally run between $25-$75 per person.

AKAs celebrate one of their own

INDEX

Anthony Dunlap,
owner of Roving Chef
Logistics, offers catering for
any event, custom cakes,
mini dessert and appetizer
bars and personal/group
cooking classes.
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Are you interested in being a radio guest?
Radio Personality Princess Denise Wright
of Matters of the Heart Radio Ministry
is looking forward to you being a guest on
her global radio broadcasting network on
99.1 FM JAMS. Matters of the Heart Radio
Ministry has been broadcasting for the past 16 years locally and
internationally, all the way into Jamaica. For additional information
about scheduling a guest interview or promoting your business,
book, music CD or non-profit organization, please call 727-488-8818
or email princessdenise.8818@yahoo.com
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BY DEXTER MCCREE
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ST. PETERSBURG –
Sydney Soskin, an IB student at St. Petersburg High
School, had activity-filled
weekends of homework
and Temple-related activities when she received a
phone call from a friend
who asked her to attend a
college planning session
with her.
While Sydney was
hard-pressed to find the
time, she thought that any
information would supplement the total lack of
knowledge she had about
the college application and
financial aid processes.
After
begrudging
agreeing to sacrifice her
precious Saturday mornings, the decision would
have a profound impact on
her scholarship trajectory
— a $310,000 impact!
Sydney accompanied
her friend to their first Pinellas County Schools College
Planning Cohort Session in
the computer lab at St. Petersburg College in January
of her junior year of high
school.
While Sydney’s friend
found the work to be a little
overwhelming and eventually withdrew from the program, Sydney would go on
to attend each monthly session, including a four-day
summer College Planning
Boot Camp.
Sydney, the first in her
family to attend college, approached the program with
the same intensity as she
does her IB studies. She
read each page of the textbook “A High School Plan
for Students with CollegeBound Dreams,” completed all of the online
curriculum units, attended
each of the monthly meetings and met one-on-one
with her advisors for college planning guidance and
essay reviews.
Her efforts paid off in
identifying a group of colleges to which she was wellmatched, writing essays
that told her story, and identifying the scholarships and
financial aid policies that
would meet her full financial need.
Sydney’s
mother,
Wendi Soskin, attended
sessions with her to complete the FAFSA, CSS Profile and Net Price
Calculators for each of her
desired schools. Both she
and Sydney sat in shock
when they first learned of
the thousands of dollars in
student loans she would be
forced to borrow, even after
receiving the Florida Bright
Futures and Take Stock in
Children Scholarships.
After completing the
Net Price Calculators, her
mother, who is on permanent disability, declared, “I
don’t have $16,000 a year to

Sydney Soskin
pay for room, board, books,
and fees. I thought that the
Bright Futures and Take
Stock in Children Scholarships paid for everything!”
The
program’s
founders and advisors offered reassuring words to
Sydney and her mom,
telling them not to worry,
and the “right” school
would be found.
Following their advice,
Sydney identified three full
scholarship opportunities
for which she was well
matched. She set goals and
expanded her leadership
roles and activity involvement in ways that reflected
her passions. She took
months crafting essays that
told her story.
Sydney’s efforts resulted in matches to three
full scholarship opportunities: the Elon University
Odyssey Scholars Program, the Northeastern
University Torch Scholars
Program, and her top
choice—The University of
Chicago, the country’s
highest-ranked test-optional
school.
After being offered admission to Elon University,
Sydney was preparing to interview for a full scholarship opportunity in the Elon
University Odyssey Scholars Program.
Mr. Wynn, the program’s creator and author
of the online curriculum
and educational consultant,
was preparing a nomination
to the Northeastern University Torch Scholars Program, her second full
scholarship opportunity.
However, on Dec.16,
2019, Sydney remembers
feeling anxious about logging into the University of
Chicago’s student portal to
check the status of her
Early Decision Application.
She could not believe the
words written on the
screen.
“Congratulations! It is
my pleasure to inform you
that you have been admitted to the University of
Chicago’s Class of 2024.”
The tears began to flow.
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Not only was Sydney one of
only two students in the
state of Florida to be offered
Early Decision admission
to the university — the
country’s number six
ranked college – she also
learned that the full scholarship opportunity was valued at more than $ 310,000.
Since the initial four-day
College Planning Boot
Camp held at Gibbs High
School during the summer
of 2018, the program, under
the auspices of Dr. Lewis
Brinson, minority achievement officer for Pinellas
County Schools, has expanded postsecondary college and scholarship
pathways for students from
lower-income families and
those who will be the first in
their family to attend college.
The program has
hosted four-day summer
College Planning Boot
Camps for middle and high
school students. A few
highlights include:
Jalen White, a standout
basketball player at Lakewood High School, who is
now attending college and
playing basketball at Texas
A&M-Corpus Christi
Nadya Riley, an IB student at St. Petersburg High
School, now attending
Florida State University
Etame Kandy, an IB student at Palm Harbor University High School, now
attending Swarthmore, the
number three ranked liberal arts college in the U.S.
All three students were
part of the first cohort of
students to participate in
the program. As other students in Sydney’s cohort
continue to receive their
college acceptances and
scholarship offers, her
Early Decision notification
means that she needs to
start packing her bags —
she is UChicago bound!
For more information,
contact Dr. Lewis Brinson,
minority achievement officer
with Pinellas County Schools
at 727-588-6436 or brinsonle@pcsb.org.
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Cooking up something sweet
“We are trying to fix
the problem of what to
serve when you don’t
want a full meal and grocery store cupcakes,” he
said.
His favorite dishes to
make for events include
chicken lollipops, fruit
and cheese platters and
mini-tacos, to name a
few. But when it comes
to desserts, the brownies
are king.
“I’d have to say the
brownie shooters are the
show stealer when it
comes to desserts,” he
said.
Having the opportunity to work as a chef is
something Dunlap says
he enjoys more than he
ever thought possible,
and it’s never boring.
“Each event, wed-
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CHEF, from front page

Dunlap said he likes
teaching classes because
he can view the process
from a fresh perspective.
“Learning how to
cook always came easy
to me,” he explained. “I
always love to see the
look on a customer’s face
when they’ve figured out
how and why something
is made a certain way.”
When Dunlap is not
teaching classes, he is focused on the other arm
of his business, specializing in mini desserts and
appetizers for events big
and small.
He said his goal is to
fill a void in the market,
offering options for people who want to provide
food at their event but
don’t want a sit-down
meal.

THURSDAY, MARCH 12, 2020

ding, market or festival,
is always somewhere
new and different,” he
said. “No [event] is ever
the same.”
For anyone interested in getting better in
the kitchen, Dunlap suggests that you not be
afraid to try new things.
“Try cooking at least
one new recipe a
month,” he said. “Look
up recipes and watch
YouTube videos for
help.”
For more information
on booking the Roving
Chef for an event or
cooking lessons, visit
www.rovingcheflogistics.com.
To reach Karin DavisThompson, email kdavisthompson@theweeklychall
enger.com

BY RAVEN JOY SHONEL
Staff Writer

Different community
organizations hold annual
back-to-school
events
where children receive
school supplies and free
haircuts, but what happens down the road when
wallets are still strapped,
and hairdos have long
grown out?
Well, the Barbering
program at Pinellas Technical College Clearwater
campus (PTC-CLW) aims
to solve that problem one
haircut at a time.
Barbering instructor,
Charles Harris, and 11 of
his students took the
styling show on the road
and set up shop at Campbell Park Elementary
School where they cut
more than 40 student’s
hair.
“I know some of our
families won’t be able to
afford haircuts, and we
saw that there was definitely a need,” said Kathleen Parker, principal at
Campbell Park Elementary.
Parker explained that
Campbell Park is a community school that offers
wraparound services to

its children and parents,
such as mental health
counseling for those experiencing trauma and a
fully stocked food pantry.
However,
Tuesday’s
event was the first time
barbering services were
offered.
PTC-CLW
Occupational Specialist Dr. Dallas
Jackson, who has been
friends with Parker since
they were in elementary
school, connected Harris
and Parker, and the outcome was some thrilled
students.
“I think this is the best
place ever that I got my
haircut,” said nine-yearold Daniel Newson, who
is in the fourth grade.
Harris said the event
not only gave his program
a chance to give back to
the community, but it also
allowed his students to
work on more live clients.
“In our class, we may
not get enough clients to
really work on, so this really exposes them to different textures of hair and
give them an opportunity
to work as they learn,” explained Harris.
Since Harris is the
only instructor, he finds it
hard to take his class on

outings such as this one,
but he’s rethinking his
strategy.
“Only because I have
other classes to attend to,
I have minimized these
types of activities. But to
see the level of excitement that we had today,
we’re going to have to
turn it up a notch,” Harris
shared.
Harris and his students plan to visit the
school once a month to
leave no child left unkempt.
About the Barbering
program
The Barbering program is a 1200-hour PELL
eligible course that is featured only on the Clearwater campus. Students
are prepared for employment as a Restricted Barber or Barber with
eligibility for Florida State
Certification.
Classes currently run
four days a week, Monday
– Thursday from 2:15-9
p.m. Next semester begins March 24.
For more information
on the more than 40 programs offered at PTC, visit
myptc.edu or call 727-8932500 in St. Pete or 727538-7167 in Clearwater.

W E E NCOURAGE
L ETTERS TO THE E DITOR !
Black influencers converse with Biden
BIDEN, from front page

Biden: “Under my
administration, a person
would receive complete
coverage
concerning
anything associated with
the Coronavirus. I will
also reinstate all cuts
made by the Trump administration to Medicare
and restore all coverage
for Medicaid recipients.
What I am proposing, I
can get passed.”
• Medicare public
option if an applicant is
qualified
• Bring down prescription drugs with upfront cost agreement that
cannot be increased unless it meets medical inflation criteria
• Cost - $750 billion
over 10 years
Gayle Andrews
BPAOF President
Florida has experienced a resurgence of
voter suppression. Governor Ron DeSantis is running out the clock on
Amendment 4 with federal appeals to stop 1.4
million non-violent felons
from voting. How will
President Biden stop this
assault on democracy?
Biden: “This is the
new Jim Crow. It’s a poll
tax. We have to restore
the soul of America.
This is not who we are.”
• Then-US Senator
Biden and Senator Edward Kennedy lead the
effort to pass the 25-year
extension of the Voting
Rights Act
• US Supreme Court
guts the law recently,
making it easier for
states to suppress voters.
• Restore preclearance of the Voting Rights
Act, increase penalties,
and Justice Department
enforcement.
• Restore the rights
awarded to “everyone
else” equal opportunity,
housing, college grants,
etc.,

Peter A. Webley
Publisher, Caribbean
Today
BPAOF, Treasurer
Given the massive
anti-immigrant
stand
that this president has undertaken and the antiDreamers push back, with
all the reduced and declining rights and benefits
that the president has put
into play, if and when you
become president, how
will you be addressing
these pressing and genuine concerns that so
many immigrants have,
especially those from the
Caribbean?
Biden: “All Dreamers would be protected.
Immigration
Reform
would be the first bill on
my desk. The whole idea
that immigrants cost us
is wrong. They are building America.”
• Invest in smart border security and increase
immigration judges
• End family separation
• Attack immigration
problem at its roots
• America can’t afford to stop people from
coming,
who legitimately have a right to be
here under our existing
laws
• Temporary protective status for those unable to go home
Rich Black
Publisher, ONYX
BPAOF, 1st Vice
President
HBCU’s make an extraordinary contribution
to this nation but are
struggling to survive.
How do we ensure the sustainability of these colleges
and universities?
Biden: “The HBCU
Delaware State is the
source of my organizing
strength since my start
in politics. We have to
make sure that everyone
can afford the path that

makes sense to them.
HBCU’s make a great
contribution to this
county despite the fact
that they have been severely under resourced
for too long.”
• Provide $70 billion
to HBCU’s over ten
years
• Double Pell grants
from $6,000 -$12,000
• $20 million for research
• 200 Centers of Excellence that serve as research incubators
• Focus on cybersecurity education
Biden also discussed
his plan to create wealth
opportunities by closing
$600 billion in tax loopholes, bringing an end
redlining, providing $3
billion in minority business loans, reducing the
burden of student loans,
and teacher recruitment
incentives.
The vice president
has consistently said that
winning US Senate seats
is the key to moving the
agenda forward. He suggests watching Maine,
Colorado, North Carolina, Georgia, Arizona
and Iowa, and Democrats must hold on to
Pennsylvania and Alabama.
Biden would be a
compelling candidate at
the top of the ticket with
his ability to attract moderate Republicans and Independent voters wary of
Donald Trump’s antics.
Ultimately, African-American voters will figure significantly in the defeat of
the nation’s most unpopular president.
Gayle Andrews is the
President of the Black
Press Association of
Florida. She has been involved in presidential and
Florida politics as a reporter, press secretary, or
consultant since 1974.

Instructor Charles Harris putting his final touches on nine-year-old Daniel
Newson’s hair at Campbell Park Elementary School on March 3.
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Free ‘Discover Your PATHe’ event to give high
school students a feel for college experience
ST. PETERSBURG —
A college or university degree should be accessible
to any student who wants
one. That’s the motive behind the Pinellas Access
to Higher Education
(PATHe), a community
outreach program offered
by USF St. Petersburg
and St. Petersburg College, which provides equitable and attainable
pathways to higher education for all students in
Pinellas County.
On July 9, the program will host Discover
Your PATHe at USFSP
and SPC. The free, threeday event will give 80 high
school juniors and seniors
the opportunity to experience campus life and
learn about the things students experience in their
journey through post-secondary education. Interested students can apply
with a short video and

essay. Applications are
now
open
at
www.usfsp.edu/discover.
“We’re looking for rising juniors and seniors
who want to experience
what it’s like to be on a
college campus,” said
Sandy DeCarlo, a PATHe
counselor at USFSP. “During this event, students
will be able to talk with
college students about
their experiences and ask
questions about what it’s
like to attend a university.”
Discover Your PATHe
will include workshops
and presentations for students and their family
members, helping them
conquer some of the
more challenging aspects
of higher education, such
as financial responsibility,
as well as networking and
setting career goals. Students will stay in a USFSP
residence hall to get the

complete campus experience.
By the end of the
event, students will better
understand college admissions, develop a plan for
how to apply, identify key
test strategies to use on
admissions tests and practice principles of time
management. Fun and energetic activities will be
mixed with more technical learning lessons. Perhaps most importantly,
students will establish
connections with other
students from local high
schools, USFSP and SPC.
“Making friends is
often high on the priority
list for students, so there
will be plenty of time for
students to connect with
fellow students,” said DeCarlo.
PATHe was launched
to help increase the accessibility of college and university
degrees
for

students from Pinellas
County. PATHe counselors work closely with
students to create individualized plans to transition
into higher education,
whether that is a state college, a four-year university or technical college.
“PATHe’s goal is to inspire, support and guide
students, their families,
and community members
in Pinellas County about
all the resources available
for post-secondary education,” said Carolina Nutt,
director of COMPASS
Student Experience at
USFSP. “This, at times,
can be an overwhelming
process, so we are trying
to simplify the process by
providing a comprehensive service to help all
Pinellas County students
reach their goals and potential.
“Our counselors are
able to provide resources

and advice regarding the
college
admissions
process, choosing a particular institution and
major, and financial resources,” she added.
“This program is unique
because it allows us to get
to know students individually and really understand their circumstances
to craft a plan that will
work for them.”
Through
Discover
Your PATHe, students,
and families who are undecided about the merits

of higher education can
experience firsthand what
it takes to pursue a degree successfully.
“We want to share college campus experience
with students who don’t
know if college is a good
fit for them,” said DeCarlo. “Discover Your
PATHe will help those
students explore their options after high school
and figure out where they
might be a good fit.”

CONNECT WITH US!
Breaking
the Cycle
REV. DR. ROBERT L.
HARRISON, PH.D.
Men of S.T.E.E.L. Ministries
www.menofsteelministries.com

Praise the Lord saints.
A few weeks ago, I
mentioned a couple of
phrases that would help
explain the actions that
south St Pete has practiced over the past
decades, but for some
reason it either fell on
deaf ears or some turned
a blind eye to it and just
continued the status quo,
business as usual.
So, I decided I would
help some out and do the
work for them.
Keep in mind that I
haven’t left the theme of
Battle Scars. I’ve expanded the scope of why
we continue to have the
same societal issues and
communication disconnect that hinders the
growth and explain the inability to unit as a people
for the better good.
I have decided that as
things have become more
and more abundantly
clear, God continues to
show me that the more I
became active and attempted to fight for the
righteous with spiritual
justice, the more distant
folks became because the
reality is that they are not
looking for it, or at least
not God’s way.
You see, doing things
God’s way hinders their
hidden agendas. While
they appear to be fighting
for the neighborhoods
and communities, they
are just making sure that
they are able to make
their next mortgage payments and stack that

paper for a rainy day.
If you don’t have a
spiritual perspective, you
won’t be able to see or
identify it because they
are so religious, they will
trick you into believing
they are fighting with you
all the while they are
fighting against you.
Jesus warned of them.
Matthew 7:21-23
New King James Version (NKJV)
21 “Not everyone who
says to Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’
shall enter the kingdom
of heaven, but he who
does the will of My Father in heaven. 22 Many
will say to Me in that day,
‘Lord, Lord, have we not
prophesied in Your name,
cast out demons in Your
name, and done many
wonders in Your name?’
23 And then I will declare
to them, ‘I never knew
you; depart from Me, you
who practice lawlessness!’
Notice that they performed well. Most are
those “pretty preaching”
pastors, who hoop and
dance all across the pulpit
and entertain the people
but their words have no
real power because it
doesn’t affect change for
the betterment of the people as a whole. When did
God’s words not have
power?
The
Meritorious
Manumission Act of
1710
During the enslavement period of Africans in
America, the Meritorious

Battle Scars: Selling out
and buying in, part 12
Manumission Act of 1710
was enacted in Virginia.
It was the legal act of freeing a slave for “good
deeds,” as defined by the
national public policy, and
could be granted to a
slave who saved the life of
a white master or his
property, invented something from which a slave
master could make a
profit, or “snitched” on a
fellow slave who was planning a slave rebellion or
to run away.
Let’s assume that’s
where the term “selling
out” came from. Three
hundred years later, black
folks are still dealing with
sellouts, but I think we
should take a different
look at this issue.
Selling out is a very
negative term, especially
among black folks. But
for those who sell-out, it
seems to be a very profitable term. Some of our
prominent
black
spokespersons are very
well off financially because they sold out.
They started out as
strong black advocates
and activists, and now
they are nothing more
than sycophants for various causes, political parties, businesses, and
politicians.
I have often been told
that everyone has a number, a price they would accept to sell-out. I wonder
what the number was for
Marcus Garvey. I wonder
if he even had a number.
When I listen to his

speeches and read his papers, I doubt it. Also, I
think about Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. and how
much it would have taken
for him to sell-out.
Although many do
have a special number, a
price for which they
would sell-out, there have
been and still are, some
who did not and seemingly will not sell-out, no
matter what. That’s
where economic empowerment applies.
The more self-reliant
we are, the less apt we are
to sell-out because we
have our own economic
independence and cannot
be bought. Oh, that our
leaders were all economically secure and had a
high level of consciousness; where would we be
now?
Business ownership
and control, with the ability to create jobs, as well
as a code of conduct
among our people, yes,
complete with penalties
and sanctions, would curtail the inappropriate behavior of selling one
another out. Some of our
“leaders” are known for
selling us out, and we
know who they are. I
don’t know how they are
sleeping, but I know they
are eating pretty well
from having done so.
They rail against “the
man” or criticize us, their
brothers and sisters, in
order to obtain their manumission. The question
is: Are they really to

blame for our demise? As
I said, we know who they
are, so I ask, “What is our
role in their actions?”
Are we really enablers
for
these
Benedict
Arnolds? Some of us, despite knowing who the
culprits are, are like
Pavlov’s dog, salivating at
every word they speak
and hoping for a treat or
some other reward because we have been so
obedient to them.
So who’s the real culprit in the sell-out game?
The one selling out or the
one(s) buying in? We will
always be sold out if we
keep buying in to the
empty rhetoric and promises of good times to
come. We will continue to
complain about the sellouts, but we will also continue to be left out of the
prosperity they enjoy.
Dr. Carter G. Woodson said, “Negroes,
choose their leaders but
unfortunately they are
too often of the wrong
kind. Negroes do not
readily follow persons
with constructive programs. Almost any sort of
exciting appeal or trivial
matter presented to them
may receive immediate
attention and temporarily
at least liberal support.”
We choose and follow
sell-outs with great zeal,
so we should stop blaming them and start blaming
ourselves.
The
sell-out/buy-in game is
most prevalent in political
circles, or at least con-

nected to politics in some
way or another.
Black people are divided over the most trivial
political issues, unlike
other groups that couldn’t
care less – they care
about economics. Blacks
are also divided over personalities, and as Woodson said, we usually go
with the mis-leading, donothing politicians, and
the ones who are scared
to make waves. You know
the type, docile, nonthreatening, scratching
and grinning, and all talk
but no action.
But so what? They are
gettin’ paid and lovin’ it.
We are the ones who are
suffering because even
though we are holding
fast and not selling out,
we are buying in to the
sell-out’s mission. We
may as well be selling out
ourselves.
The point is that we
should stop concentrating
so much on who is selling
out and spend more time
dealing with the fact that
many of us are buying in
to what they say and do.
We must be critical
thinkers and let these
manumission
seekers
know that while they may
continue to sell-out, we
will not continue to follow
them.
That’s on us, brothers
and sisters, not them.
Till next week.
Blessings,
Bishop Dr. Robert L.
Harrison, Ph.D.t
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services
Church School ..................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
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THE ROCK OF JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
SUNDAY SERVICES/WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
10:30 a.m. Worship Service
9:00 a.m. Breakfast (First Sunday only)
9:30 a.m. Sunday School (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School 9:15 a.m. / Devotion 10:15 a.m.
Praise & Worship 10:20 a.m. / Worship Services 10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer - Monday 12:00 noon
Weekly Bible Study - Tuesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Choir Rehearsals - Thursday 6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVE. S., St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Email: rojmbe@knology.net
Office Hours: Tues. & Thurs. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300 www.fmbctheship.net
Email: fmbc3300@verizon.net
Dr. John A. Evans, Pastor

WORSHIP EvXPERIENCES

Sunday Worship .......................................................................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
Sunday School......................................................................................................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday ..............................Noonday Wednesday in the Word and Bread of Life
7:00 p.m. Prayer and Wednesday in the Word
7:00 p.m. Youth Enrichment
Our Mission: Friendship Missionary Baptist Church is a family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the world, preaching the gospel to the unsaved and
teaching the saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.

CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark M.B. Church
Senior Women’s Ministry #1

Pastor’s Corner
BY REV. DR. DORAL R. PULLEY,
SPIRITUAL LEADER
TODAY’S CHURCH Tampa Bay

Invite You to Join Them at Their
Annual Missions Program
Theme: I Am Nothing Without God John 15:5
Guest Church: Greater Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
Rev. Clarence Williams, Pastor
Date: Sunday, March 15, 2020 @ 3:30 p.m.
Where: St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
1301 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Rev. Brian K. Brown, Pastor
All Are Welcome!!!

The mouth of God
“For I have not spoken of
myself; but the Father which
sent me, he gave me a commandment, what I should
say, and what I should
speak.” John 12:49
Denial – Spirit does not
have a physical mouth.
Affirmation – My mouth
is the mouth of God.
Your words are so powerful especially what you to say
to yourself about yourself.
Your words about you are
more powerful than anything
that anyone can say about
you. Your words also have an
impact on others. With each
word that comes from your
mouth, you are choosing to
help, heal or hurt someone

else.
Jesus, as Wayshower,
knew the power of his words.
He realized that he was God’s
mouthpiece; therefore, he
was intentional about his
words. As stated in the scriptures, his words were clear
and concise (John 7:14-18).
They were also very affirming and life-giving. He considered his audience to
determine the words that
were most effective to convey his point.
Let the Holy Spirit be the
Source of your words. Let
your higher self be the place
where your words originate.
Sometimes you may even
have to write your words

down before you speak them.
Other times you may have to
say it to yourself before you
say it to others. Take a moment to pause before you
speak and be sure that you
are saying exactly what you
desire to say. When your soul
is in alignment with your
Spirit, you function as an oracle of God (I Peter 4:11).
Reflection Question – As
the mouth of God, are there
words or phrases that you desire to add or delete from
your vocabulary?
Journal Activity – Be conscious of the words that you
speak today. List any words
that you desire to add or
delete from your vocabulary.

Faith Memorial Celebrates Church
Anniversary
BY LYNN GORDON
Faith Memorial Missionary Baptist Church will celebrate its 51st Church
Anniversary at 10:45am on
March 15 at the church located at 1800 18th Avenue
South. The theme for the occasion is 51 Years of Worship,
Praise and Service…Because
of God’s Grace and Mercy
and the scripture reference is
Ephesians 2:4, 7-9.
Pastor Robert A. Vinson,
Jr. and the Faith congregation
will welcome guest participants on the program along
with its members to celebrate
the church’s longstanding

presence in the community.
The message for the worship
service will be delivered by
Pastor Anthony Ducksworth
of First Antioch Missionary
Baptist Church.
Pastor
Ducksworth also serves as
Moderator of the West Coast
Baptist Association.
Each year of celebration
brings the opportunity for reflection on God’s blessings
from the church’s humble beginnings in 1969 when the
newly formed congregation
of “Baptist believers” first
began worshipping at the Masonic Hall on Union Street
South before settling at its

current location on 18th Avenue South which was the
former home of the Park Theater.
Pastor Vinson, who will
celebrate his 4th anniversary
at the helm of Faith in April,
continues to lead the Faith
congregation in being a beacon of light along a very busy
stretch of 18th Avenue South.
Each year, Pastor Vison
chooses a theme to remind
the congregation of its focus
and importance to disciple
the community. The 2020
church theme is “20/20 Vision: Focusing on Growing in
Discipleship.”
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

First Baptist Institutional Church

(727) 894-4311
Email: info@mzprogressive.org
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study .......................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service ...............................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study ....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
Sunday Worship Service .................................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Small Group Bible Study ..............................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor
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Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

BETHEL COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
2901 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 866-2567

Sunday Worship Service ....................10:15 a.m.

SERVICES
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Sunday School .....................................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday)..................7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday) ....................7:00 p.m.

“God’s House To The City”

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Sunday Worship Service: 10:00 a.m.
Rev. Rickey L. Houston,
Pastor

Rev. Dr. Manuel L. Sykes

Mid-Week Worship: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Welcome – Bienvenidos
ST. AUGUSTINE’S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Joyful Spirit, Joyful Jazz
The Rev. Josie Rose,
Priest-in-Charge

2920 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg 33712
727-867-6774
StAugustine@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Communion and Worship Service 9:00 a.m.
Communion and Healing Service 11:00 a.m. Tuesdays
First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708

Rev. Wallace Elliott
Sr. - Pastor

Sunday Worship Services 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...........6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) .................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ..4:00 p.m.

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Victory Christian Center Church

Donn & Jean
Freshler

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church.
For more information about the other services and
ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911.
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Contact:
www.TheWeeklyChallenger.com

20th Street
Church Of Christ

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.Victorychristiancenterchurch.org
Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

YOUR CHURCH AD
COULD BE HERE!

Bro. Robert Smith

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Sunday Bible Class (All Ages)
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Ladies Bible Class Monday
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Morning Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

INSPIRATIONS
BY DIERDRE DOWNING-JACKSON

The Liberty of Christ Jesus
Love that GOD bestows upon us is unconditional and true;
Inspiration comes from HIS Word, as we
pray and journey through.

“For, brethren, ye have been called unto
liberty; only use not liberty for an occasion to the flesh, but by love, serve one another.”

Believing with our hearts that with JESUS
we are free; Enlightenment for our direction, and guidance so we can see.

“And ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free.”
AMEN

Revelation as GOD leads us to His grace
and to His truth; Triumphant as we walk
by faith and obey His living proof.
Yield to the Holy Spirit and keep trusting
in GOD’s Word;
For the Liberty is in CHRIST JESUS and
our prayers for freedom have been heard.
Have faith that JESUS CHRIST will never
leave nor will He ever forsake you;
Your liberty is promised and an eternal
home awaits you.”

L
I
B
E
R
T
Y
=

Love
Inspiration
Believe
Enlightenment
Revelation
Triumphant
Yield
JESUS CHRIST

..........8:30 a.m.
..........9:45 a.m.
.........6:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
..........7:00 p.m.
........10:00 a.m.
............7:00 p.m.
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Visionary
Brief
by Keisha Bell, Esq.
Have you ever wanted
to do something, but opportunities seemed few
and mentors fewer?
Meet Bessie Coleman, the first black person
to
earn
an
international pilot’s license. Actually, she was
the first person of both
African-American and
Native-American descent
to hold a pilot license.
Coleman was born on
Jan. 26, 1892, in Atlanta,
Texas. She died in a plane
crash on April 30, 1926, at
the young age of 34.
As a young adult,
Coleman developed an interest in flying after hearing stories from pilots
who had returned home
from World War I. By
then, she had left Texas
and relocated to Chicago
to be with her brothers.
Coleman’s upbringing
had been tough. When
she was nine years old,
her father left the family.
Although she loved
school, every year, the

cotton harvest took priority, so during that time of
the year, she reported to
the fields instead of the
one-room schoolhouse.
She came from a sharecropping family, and picking cotton provided the
family with income.
By the age of 12, Coleman received a scholarship to attend the
Missionary
Baptist
Church School. She
loved learning. At 18
years old, Coleman enrolled in Langston University,
where
she
completed one term of
study. Unfortunately, she
could not continue her
education because she
did not have the money.
Coleman was ambitious. She wanted more
out of life. Envisioning
herself flying planes,
Chicago exposed her to
possibility. There, she
discovered a dream.
In 1920, there were
no
American
flight
schools that admitted
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She believed she
could fly
women or African Americans. This did not stop
Coleman. She worked
two jobs to save money
so she could take lessons
in France.
Coleman also received the support and financial backing from the
founder and publisher of
the Chicago Defender, as
well as from a wealthy
banker. In preparation
for her trip, she took a
French-language class.
She sailed to Paris on
Nov. 20, 1920. On June
15, 1921, Coleman’s
dream manifested and
history was made when
she earned her pilot license from the Fédération
Aéronautique
Internationale.
Upon her initial return to the United States,
Coleman discovered that
she would need to perform dangerous air
shows to earn money.
Again, no one was willing to teach her in the
United States. She re-

turned to Europe to receive advanced training.
Note, commercial flights
had not arrived yet.
When Coleman returned to the United
States for the second
time, she was ready to
launch her career in exhibition flying. She became known as “Queen
Bess”
and
“Brave
Bessie.” The admiration
for Coleman crossed
racial lines. She was both
applauded and critiqued
by the press.
Coleman used her
platform to both promote
aviation and combat
racism. She spoke to national audiences about
the pursuit of aviation
and goals for African
Americans. Also, Coleman took the bold stance
of refusing to participate
in any aviation event that
prohibited the attendance of blacks.
Coleman desired to
start a school for AfricanAmerican flyers. Tragi-

cally, she died before
that happened. Still, she
is a pioneer aviator and
an inspiration to early pilots and to the AfricanAmerican
and
Native-American communities.
As
Lieutenant
William J. Powell wrote
in his 1934 book “Black
Wings:” “Because of
Bessie Coleman we have

overcome that which
was worse than racial
barriers. We have overcome the barriers within
ourselves and dared to
dream.”
She believed she
could fly. Do you?
Keisha Bell is an attorney, author, and public
servant.
www.emergingfree.com

Experts In Life-Changing Care
By LaShante Keys, Empath Health Community Outreach Specialist

Reducing the Risk of Type 2 diabetes
PINELLAS COUNTY –
Today, more than 30 million people in the United
States have diabetes. The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) also reports that
an additional 84 million
have prediabetes. Of
those, 90 percent don’t
realize they have that
condition.
In recent years, the
prevalence of prediabetes
and diabetes have been
on the rise. These are serious health conditions
that can lead to other
health
complications.
They are also conditions
that disproportionally affect the African-American
community.
According to the Department of Health and
Human Services, AfricanAmerican adults are 60
percent more likely than
non-Hispanic whites to
be diagnosed with diabetes. They are also
three times as likely to be
hospitalized for uncontrolled diabetes and twice
as likely to die from the
condition.
To help address this
issue in Pinellas County,

Suncoast PACE (Program of All-Inclusive
Care for the Elderly), a
member of Empath
Health, began offering
the National Diabetes
Prevention Program (National DPP.) This program received additional
support from the Pinellas
Community Foundation.
“We follow the CDC’s
guidelines for this program. They provided the
material and we needed
to be certified lifestyle
coaches through the
CDC to teach the program,”
explained
Christina
Assad,
Pharm.D.,
B.C.G.P.,
C.Ph., C.D.E., clinical
pharmacist for the Empath Health Pharmacy.
Assad led this first series of group classes.
“Through our resources, we were also
able to offer “bonus
classes” like Reiki, food
demonstrations
and
stress management to reinforce the program curriculum.”
During the year-long
program, participants
learn to make healthier
food choices, manage

L-R, Christina Assad, Joan Kelly, Yvonne Ng-A-Kien, Pamela Hall
stress and set goals to
achieve 150 minutes of
physical activity every
week. Those that stay
with the program can potentially reduce their
chance of developing
Type 2 diabetes by 70
percent.
The first cohort of
participants recently celebrated graduation from
the program. Over the
past year, they’ve not
only learned healthier

habits but have found a
new sense of confidence.
Assad said that she’s noticed participants become more social as
they’ve become more
comfortable with their
weight.
“It’s been a wonderful
year. I’ve enjoyed our
group,” said Joan Kelly, a
graduating program participant. “Our instructors
have so graciously given
their support, and it’s al-

ways good to learn with
friends who have similar
experiences and goals.”
Fellow
participant
Yvonne Ng-A-Kien adds,
“I’ve learned a lot, especially that the power of
living is to be positive, eat
healthy, stay active and
be happy always.”
Tips for a healthier
lifestyle
Whether you have
prediabetes, are managing diabetes or just want

to live healthier, here a
few tips to keep in mind:
• Everything in moderation. You can still have
the things you enjoy.
Choose to have smaller
portions or find healthier
ways to prepare favorite
foods.
• Read food labels.
Processed foods can often
contain high amounts of
sodium, fat and sugar.
Comparing food labels
can help you find the
healthiest choice.
• Keep a food and activity log. Tracking what
you eat and how often
you exercise can help
show where you are and
where you can do better.
• Remember that
weight loss doesn’t happen
all at once. Set goals for
small milestones that lead
up to your overall goal.
Kelly adds, “Allaround good health requires a positive attitude,
commitment and the support of others.”
Learn more about
Suncoast PACE care,
services and career opportunities at SuncoastPACE.org or call (727)
289-0062.

www.pcsb.org/myptc
Our mission is to provide students
the opportunity to develop national
workplace competencies to fill the
needs of business and industry.
Vision: To be our community’s first
choice for workforce training.

TWO CAMPUS LOCATIONS
Clearwater Campus
6100 154th Ave. N.
727-538-7167

St. Petersburg Campus
901 34th Street S.
727-893-2500

Accreditation by: Council on Occupational Education
(COE) 7840 Roswell Road,
Building 300, Suite 325, Atlanta, Georgia 30350 770-396-3898
or 800-917-2081 and Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools Council on Accreditation and School Improvement
(SACS CASI), 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033,
(404) 679-4500
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The power of art
ST. PETERSBURG –
Bringing a message of love
and education, local artist
Elaine Chambliss is on a
mission to share inspiring
messages through art.
“My goal is to promote

inspiring message of hope
to those encouraged by the
transformational power of
art,” said Chambliss.
By combining her professional drafting skills
with painting, Chambliss’

first mural was created on
her garage door. The
“Power of Love” mural was
created with leftover house
paint and acrylics in 2012.
The mural, which displayed biblical scriptures,

inspired a few of her neighbors to get to know God’s
principals. She would pick
different scriptures and
paint over the garage door
to create new messages.
“The response in the
neighborhood was surprising. People from every
walk of life expressed their
appreciation for the messages in the art,” said
Chambliss.
Her garage door became a landmark in a
neighborhood. Chambliss
said her brother warned
her that she would get
mixed messages from the
mural, and he was correct.
“Although I can’t recall
hearing anything negative,
I did witness a woman getting out of her car and
rolling around on the
ground in her dress with
her arms raised over her
head. She simply stated,
‘This is holy ground.’”
Chambliss said her
goal is to promote a better
image of the African-American community through a
positive portrayal of black
heritage. In the piece “Vision of Hope,” she captures part of the hurt, and
the pain black people have
experienced locally and nationally.

“The hand in the portrait is symbolic of the unlimited power God has to
reach us in every situation.
Even though the artwork
expresses images of our
struggling culture, it gives
us hope at the top of the
mountain as we remember
Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr’s dream.”
Chambliss was chosen
to paint a 13-foot tall mural
on an empty lot located on
the corner of Fifth Avenue
South and 28th Street. She
applied to paint a mural,
and the Warehouse Art
District Association chose
the location.
“I was excited because
it gave me the opportunity
to display encouraging cultural art in my own community,” she stated.
Her final artwork is a
representation of strength,
transitioned from strong
supporting parents to the
children. The father figure
supports both the weight
of the world and the responsibility of raising a
child. The mom has the
role of being strong, confident, and loving, while also
supporting the weight of
the world and raising a
child.
The boy is groomed for
living independently, and
his parent’s strength is
renewed in the child at
the top of the mural.
“My display of art
supports those with a
mission of cultivating
communities through education and success, with
emphasis on love for our
children and family. A
portion of my work is designed for those who pro-

vide service to youth and
family such as nonprofits,
youth development and
leadership, counselors and
phycologists.”
Chambliss’ first showing was displayed in her
community at Catherine
Weaver’s Uniquely Original Art Studio. Next, as an
emerging artist in 2016
For Members Only Art
show at Studio@620 in
downtown St. Pete.
Staff members at the
Pinellas County Urban
League have purchased
her art to display in their
office, and St. Joseph’s
Catholic Church has displayed paintings for seasonal celebrations such as
the Immaculate Conception and Christmas.
The Warehouse Arts
District Association, however, gave Chambliss a
wider audience with a
mural opportunity in the
Dome Industrial Project.
This Saturday, she will be
celebrating with five other
artists at the “Off the
Dome” showing at the
Tully-Levine Gallery at
The ArtsXchange, 515
22nd St. S. Their work will
be on display through
April.
Chambliss also received an invitation to be
on the mayor’s Office of
Cultural Affairs committee
for the Shore Acres Recreation Center, which she
feels confirms the power of
her art.
“My commitment is to
empower people through
transformational art, to elevate their standards for
generations to come is
now a reality.”
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St. Pete digital artist Nick Davis’ “Black Is Beautiful” series gains attention
BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

ST. PETERSBURG –
Artist Nick Davis has
gained attention for his
striking digital images of
rich, deep black-skinned
people that run the gamut
in their choice of subject.
With over 8700 followers on
Instagram, his NDArtlife
page shows the bulk of his
ever-growing collection,
along with his artistic statement:
Black Is
Encouraging.
Inspiring.
Love.
The influence of painter
Kerry James Marshall, one
of Davis’ favorites, is obvious. His subjects’ ebony
black skin echoes Marshall’s
trademark use of the same
uncut black in his work over
the decades.
But the similarities stop
there. The sharpness of
Davis’ digital art, the intense
focus on the large, bright
eyes, almost geometric an-

gles and perfect curves to
hair, hats, and jewelry, and
the splashes of color in his
subjects’ fashion-forward attire brings a joy that is easier
to find in his work.
Indeed, if Marshall’s
black is dense and heavy,
Davis’ black, while sometimes haunting, feels almost
mischievous, lighthearted,
whimsical in his use of ultrarich sable skin-tones. Davis’
clothing and ornaments always add a dash of pleasure
for the viewer.
“I’ve always been inspired by people like
Basquiat, Kerry James Marshall, Kehinde Wiley,” acknowledges
Davis
regarding the artists who’ve
sparked his interest. “And
I’ve been intrigued by finding my own style.”
Davis credits his wife,
Tiffany LaRae Davis, for
both gifting him the IPad
that set him on the path to
his prolific level of production – as well as being the
hairstylist that can inspire
some of his subjects’ striking

and memorable hairstyles.
After Davis began to experience seizures a few
years ago, stuck at home
and unable to work, the IPad
– and the creativity it encouraged – was a blessing. While
Davis had been drawing
since he was a child, the art
form took on a new vitality
and importance once it became the only way for him to
deal with the anxiety and depression triggered by the
seizures.
Davis says he never
thinks too hard about what
his subjects will wear, and
while they all look different,
they are all “representations
of myself, in a sense.”
But, he notes, “If you see
me, and you see my art – it’s
almost like two different people. I’m just the guy who
wears a black V-neck shirt
every day with a ball cap.
With my drawings, it’s a way
for me to express what I
can’t say. Or I draw different
images of what want to be,
or what I wish I could have
portrayed.”

Whatever pain or depression Davis experiences,
the beauty and joy in his
paintings are what “speak”
the loudest. Whether they
display a black man in tears,
an
elegantly
dressed
woman, or a spunky schoolgirl with pigtails – each work
is filled with immediacy and
a life that seems to reach beyond the confines of the
image.
It might be the eyes.
“Usually it starts off with
the eyes – I know they’re
going to be look at [the
viewer] or they’re going to
be telling a story,” the 28year- old artist explains.
“And I go for an almondshaped eye, or a wide-eye,
that connects more with the
person [looking at it].”
He is often inspired by
music. “I start off with a song
in my head, I listen to music
while I draw – and different
ideas flow. I want to encourage people with my art –
show them black is beautiful.” Starting as soon as he
wakes up and drawing into

the evening, Davis creates
up to 15 new works a week.
Davis returns to the
things he sees in the community that motivates him,
and it’s clear there is an activist sentiment within his
works as well. “I believe our
community lacks mental
health [awareness],” said
the Gibbs High School graduate. “And I want to encourage people to let them know
they’re not alone.” Among
his dreams is to one day
start an art school for youth.
He feels there is room
for improvement in how
those in the community treat
each other. “I see different
people who are struggling,
and I seem them just wanting to change their life. With
art, especially in St. Pete, I
feel like black artists and
black people who want to
use their creativity are limited by discouragement.”
Davis says his art has
given him a sense of freedom and an ability not to
care what others say – and
that’s an important mentality

Nick Davis
for him to keep — because
of his choice to portray his
subjects with truly black
skin has occasionally caused
negative comments.
“I have to stay to positive,
and remember, my mission
is to let people know that
black is beautiful.”
Check out recent stories
about Davis on WEDU and
Channel 10 News. For more
information, visit him on
Facebook or his Instagram
page, or email him at nd.digitalart@gmail.com.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com

Zora Neale Hurston, Mother of Afrofuturism, at 31st Annual Zora!
Festival of Arts & Humanities

Photos courtesy of Michelle Berger

BY J.A. JONES
Staff Writer

EATONVILLE, Fla. –
The annual Zora! Festival of
the Arts and Humanities celebrates the legendary anthropologist,
folklorist,
playwright, traveler, and
most-notable woman writer
of the Harlem Renaissance
— Zora Neale Hurston.
Hurston died penniless
in 1960 at the age of 69 and
was buried in an unmarked
grave, her genius was forgotten about in the last decade
of her life, her books out of
print. But today, Hurston
holds a near-mythic stature.
Interest was renewed by
the research of writer Alice
Walker and others in the
1970s and 80s. A documentary about her life, Zora
Neale Hurston: Jump at the
Sun, was made by St. Petersburg native, Kristy Andersen, in 2011.
Each year since 1990, the
Zora! Festival has celebrated
Hurston as a vital and creative contributor to American historical culture.
Beginning on Jan. 25, this
year’s 10-day celebration
held the theme “Multiverse:
Intro to Afrofuturism,” kicking off the festival’s five-yearcycle examining Hurston as
the “mother” of Afrofuturism.
Afrofuturism describes
cultural production — including science fiction, speculative fiction, film, art,
fantasy, and technology –
that reveals, expound upon,
or interrogates how people
of the African diaspora have
found, and are finding, their
“place” in the universe.
Afrofuturism’s conversation regarding “finding one’s

place in the universe” will
find no more apt progenitor
to call “mother” than
Hurston. Her intense curiosity, desire to examine roads
less traveled, and insistence
on pursuing her intellectual
and emotional yearnings —
alone and unhampered by
the constraints of others —
led her to follow a lone-wolf
path through a life.
Hers would be a journey
marked by great love, society
embrace, and career fortune
— mixed with equal doses of
heartbreak, loneliness, and
poverty.
Because Afrofuturism
encompasses cultural production of the past, present,
and future, Hurston’s spirituality, metaphysical musings,
and anthropological studies
fit well into this ongoing field
of study. Hurston was the
first to acknowledge herself
as a “cosmic” being in a 1928
essay, “How It Feels to Be
Colored Me:”
“The cosmic Zora
emerges. I belong to no race
nor time. I am the eternal
feminine with its string of
beads. I have no separate
feeling about being an American citizen and colored. I am
merely a fragment of the
Great Soul that surges within
the boundaries.”
Viewing Hurston’s impact and cultural significance
through the lens of Afrofuturism has also encouraged
continued exploration of her
anthropological studies of
spirituality as found in her
seminal work of 1938 “Tell
My Horse: Voodoo and Life
in Haiti and Jamaica” and
reinvigorated her relevance
for a new generation of fans.
The festival included a
two-day Afrofuturism confer-

ence with international
scholars and academics covering subjects as diverse as
“Connections
between
Hurston’s Their Eyes Were
Watching God and Marvel’s
Black Panther,” “Afrofuturism in Russia,” and “The
Zora Neale Hurston Museum: A Study in Afrofuturist
Architecture.” Renowned
poet, playwright, and author
Ishmael Reed gave the
keynote address.
An “Afrofuturism Pavilion” gave several writers of
black sci-fi, fantasy, and speculative fiction a chance to
shine – including St. Pete’s
own Tenea D. Johnson, author of the novels Smoketown, R/evolution, and
Evolution – and Bill Campbell, the brain behind Rosar-

ium Publishing, one of the
only black-owned publishers
of sci-fi, speculative fiction,
and fantasy.
There was also a celebration of the re-opening of the
Zora Neale Hurston Museum of Fine Arts, STEAM
and educational workshops,
film screenings, a book fair,
an inaugural “Africa – America Women’s Economic
Forum,” and the two-day
Outdoor Festival featuring
concerts and a vendor’s market.
A “Beyond Black Panther” Masquerade Ball
served as a fundraiser for
Preserve the Eatonville
Community (PEC), the nonprofit behind the festival
since its inception.
The World Conference

of Mayors continued its collaboration with PEC and the
Historic Black Towns and
Settlements Alliance, Inc.
(HBTSA) by holding its annual gathering in Orlando at
the same time. The organization presented Tuskegee
Repertory Theatre’s production of the musical “Booker
T’s Towns,” celebrating
Eatonville and other early, incorporated-all-black towns.
“I am humbled; I am impressed because this year
represents the convergence
of many different teams
pulling together to produce
this event. It’s passed being
just an event,” shared festival
director N.Y. Nathiri, who
has helmed PEC and the
Zora! Festival since the beginning.

“The economic impact
that African American cultural heritage tourism has is
clear. The data says this, but
when you see what we’re
seeing here with the Afrofuturism conference, I think
that’s impressive.”
Hurston herself has recently become front-page
news again with the 2018
publication of “Barracoon:
The Story of the Last Black
Cargo,” edited by retired
USF Professor Deborah G.
Plant. The story is based on
Hurston’s 1931 interviews
with Oluale Kossula — renamed Cudjo Lewis — the
last living survivor of the
Middle Passage.
To reach J.A. Jones,
email jjones@theweeklychallenger.com
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AKAs celebrate first black elected official for District 5
City Council
WOMEN , from front page

African American for District 5; I did not know I was
going to be the first
African-American woman
to represent District 5,”
said Figgs-Sanders, who is
in her 31st year of membership with of the sorority.
She asked for prayers
and understanding of the
jobs that elected officials

perform. Figgs-Sanders
said not many people realize how much work is done
behind closed doors and
how many phone calls are
received.
Not only did she ask for
prayers, but she asked the
community to be present.
“Be present. Silence, to
me, is a show of acceptance. And y’all, there’s a lot

of stuff we cannot accept.
There’s a lot of voices that
need to be heard. There’s
a lot of things that need to
be said.”
Figgs-Sanders
and
other local ladies will be
honored April 26 at the
Frist Ladies in African
American History event at
the St. Petersburg Marriot,
12600 Roosevelt Blvd. N.
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